Complete the sentences with to be going to.

1. This is a boring film. I .............. watch it again
2. That skirt is too expensive. She .............. buy it
3. Look at Luke! He .............. fall off the roof
4. Sheila's is very clever. The teacher .............. give her a very good mark
5. Bob's birthday's on 20th September .............. give a big party?
6. How long (you/stay) .............. in Australia, Mum? “a week
7. The sky is cloudy. It (rain) ..............
8. Alex plays the guitar very well. He (give) .............. a concert next month

Soluzioni:
(1) I am not going to (2) isn't going to (3) is going to (4) is going to (5) is he going to (6) are you going to stay (7) it is going to rain (8) is going to give
**il futuro intenzionale 53.2**

Complete the sentences with to be going to, choosing the following verbs

1. We're late. We .............. (miss) the bus again

2. Litz .............. (not/become) a teacher, he wants to be a doctor

3. I .............. (not-study) German next year, I don't like it

4. Mark .............. (ride) his bike because it isn't working

5. Ann .............. (see) her friend at the weekend?

6. Mr and Mrs Wilson .............. a new house

7. You .............. (spend) the weekend in the mountains?

8. Your cousins .............. (play) volleyball tomorrow

**Soluzioni:**

1. Are going to miss
2. is not going to become
3. am not going to study
4. is going to ride
5. is Ann going to see
6. are going to buy
7. Are you going to spend
8. are going to play
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Complete the sentences with to be going to + the appropriate verb

1. They ...........(build) a sports centre in this area.
   are going to build

2. I'm.........(write) Josephine a letter soon

3. What........(do) when you grow up?

4. Are you............(do) anything to repair the damage you've caused?

5. What time are you .......(go) to the club tonight?

6. I am ............(stay) in London over the weekend and on monday I will fly to Dubai.

Soluzioni:
(1) are going to build (2) going to write (3) are you going to do (4) going to do (5) going to go (6) going to stay
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**il futuro intenzionale 53.4**

Complete the sentences with to be/not to be going to + the appropriate verb.

1. Your room is very messy. When...........(tidy) up?
   
   are you going to tidy

2. I am sick and tired of working at this project. I am ...........(take) a holiday soon
   

3. James wants to buy a new phone even though he is broke. He ......(ask) his mother to lend him some money.
   

4. Our government will not cooperate with criminals. We're ........(tolerate) this again.
   

5. Edward bumped my car. I am...........(lend) him my car again.
   

6. The pay for this job seems very low. Are you.........(accept) it anyway?
   

---

**Soluzioni:**

(1) are you going to tidy (2) I am going to take (3) is going to ask (4) not going to tolerate (5) not going to lend (6) going to accept.
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